DNA repair in the MYC and FMS proto-oncogenes in ultraviolet light-irradiated human HL60 promyelocytic cells during differentiation.
In order to better understand the role of transcription in cellular processing of damage in specific DNA sequences, we have used an in vitro differentiation system to modulate the activity of the MYC gene. When human HL60 promyelocytic cells differentiate in vitro, the transcriptional activity of the MYC gene is down-regulated. We have shown that in the expressed MYC gene, 56% of UV-induced cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers (CPDs) are removed within 18 h and the transcribed strand is selectively repaired. However, late in differentiation, when the MYC gene is maximally down-regulated, only 15% of the CPDs are removed within the same period. During early differentiation, the MYC gene is regulated by a block to transcription elongation at the 5' end of the first intron. Our results reveal no significant difference in the rate of CPD removal between the restriction fragments upstream and downstream of this elongation block. Furthermore, both strands of each fragment exhibit similar repair characteristics. In contrast, the constitutively expressed FMS gene exhibits proficient removal of CPD in both the differentiated and undifferentiated cells. Furthermore, the repair appears to be more proficient at the 5' end (exon 1) than in the 3' end of the gene about 35 kilobases downstream from exon 1. Since efficient repair of the active FMS gene is maintained in the differentiated cells the loss of repair competence seen in MYC is more likely associated with its reduced transcriptional activity than with a decrease in the overall repair capacity of the terminally differentiated cells.